particularly true in infinite continuous groups [l, pp. 638-639 and the examples following]. The author seems to be merely introducing as many new variables as possible. Indeed, in [2, p. 1361] after defining prolongations according to the first method above, he states that this can be obtained by solving certain equations in the most general possible way, which is a purely algebraic problem.
It is our purpose to discuss this algebraic problem and show that É. Cartan's "normal prolongation" does indeed possess the maximal property among all possible prolongations. We begin as he did in [l, pp. 577-578], assuming that the system is of the form dd m ajfW A ir modulo (6 , • • •, 0 ). Proof. This follows from commutativity in the diagram
Let U*, I*, T*, etc., denote the dual modules to U, I, T, etc. Proof. Given / in T, we define 5(0 to be that element of I**® V* = (I*® V)* whose value on co*® 0 in I*® Vis given by (8(t), w*® 6) = (d(t), «*). Since this is bilinear in w* and 6, it defines an element of (I*®V)*. Proof. We must prove that for any s in
However, j(i®6)d(s) =0 by the definition of V. Q.E.D. Proof.
There exists a canonical linear transformation \p: W* ->Hom(r, 7) defined as follows. For w* in W*, t in T and w* in I*, (\l/(w*)(t), o>*)=(d(t), u*®w*). Since 7** = 7, this is well-defined. 
